Abstract In this paper we introduce new M-ary sefunction. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section IV. quences of length pq, called generalized M-ary relatedprime sequences, where p and q are distinct odd primes, 2. Preliminaries and M is a common divisor of p -1 and q -1. We Let ZM be the ring of integers modulo M and WoM a complex show that their out-of-phase autocorrelation values are upper primitive M-th root of unity. A sequence {s(t)} is called bounded by the maximum between q -p + 1 and 5. We also an M-ary sequence if s(t) C ZM for all t. We shall call construct a family of generalized M-ary related-prime se{os(t)} a polyphase sequence corresponding to {s(t)}. Let quences and show that the maximum correlation of the pro-= {sO S,... ., SL-i} be the set of L cyclically distinct posed sequence family is upper bounded by p + q -M-ary sequences with period N, where s= {s= (t)}, 0 < key words: low correlation, polyphase sequences, power I < L. The periodic crosscorrelation function Rs0,,1 (T) of residue sequences, related-prime sequences so and si is defined by
In [9] , Sidel'nikov introduced two types of polyphase dmax( ¶) max Rs,,sj (T)1 sequences having good autocorrelation properties: power for any 0 < <N, 0 < i, j < L whereT 7 0 if i j. The residue sequences of period p and Sidel 'nikov sequences of sequence set F is said to have low correlation if 6max (F) < period pm -1 for an odd prime p. Kim et al. [6] showed that eN for some small constant e [2] . the magnitude of crosscorrelation of distinct power residue sequences with period p is upper bounded by p + 2. Kim Definition 1 ([9] , [4] ): Let p be an odd prime number and and Song [7] also proved that the set of constant multiple se-M a divisor of p -1. Let ,u be a primitive root modulo p. quences of a Sidel'nikov sequence is asymptotically optimal The M-ary power residue sequence r {r (t) } of period p in the sense of the Welch bound. Recently, Han and Yang [5] is defined as constructed two M-ary sequence families of period p whose r 0 t _0 (mod p) maximum correlation values are upper bounded by 2v/p + 5 r(t) k t Ck and 3 p + 4, respectively, when M is a divisor of p-1.
In this paper we introduce new M-ary sequences where C0 ={1M1 0< 1 < P-i } is the set of the M-th of length pq, called generalized M-ary related-prime se-p ksde m < k < M C O quences, where p and q are distinct odd primes, and M is power residues modulo p and Ck k 0 a common divisor of p -1 and q -1. Our notion comes The M-ary power residue sequence is also called the from the well-known M-ary related-prime sequences [3] cyclotomic sequence of order M [1] . When M = 2, it beand the correlation properties of constant multiple M-ary comes the well-known Legendre sequence. power residue sequences described by multiplicative characLet JFpm be the finite field of pm elements and Fin the ters. We show that their out-of-phase autocorrelation values set of nonzero elements in JFpm , where p is a prime and m are upper bounded by the maximum between q -p + 1 and is a positive integer. For a primitive element a of JFpm and a 5. We also construct a family of generalized M-ary related-divisor M of pm -1, a multiplicative character of JFpm of prime sequences and show that the maximum correlation of order M is defined by b(ai) = exp(j 2Mi ) and b(0) = 0 the proposed sequence family is upper bounded by pI+ -1.
where j /-. For our convenience, we summarize some
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section basic properties of a multiplicative character in the following II, we review some properties of M-ary power residue selemma. Sidel'nikov [9] .
Let a = {a(t)} be an M-ary sequence. For an integer S <(XCI (X + T)M-C2) c, 1 < c < M, the constant multiple sequence ca of a is the xP sequence whose t-th value is defined as c a(t) (mod M). In
(1 -5C1,C2 )9(9P(T) + 5c1,c2(P (P0,T-1) (5) a similar way as in (2) 7, R(T) can be determined as follows:
Case T = 0: 
is rather small. It would be desirable to find another conc1 I__m//p((-(C4 \q struction method of an M-ay sequence family of period pq, +M (1-yp )q (V )) .
whose maximum correlation value is lower than that of F.
The above result shows that the crosscorrelation of genor whose family size is larger. eralized M-ary related-prime sequences is not good when C2 = C4 or c1 = C3, because it may take a value of magni-Appendix tude (q -1) p + p for T C Q or (p -1) q + q for T C p, ProofofLemma 7: By using the two-dimensional correlation respectively. However, we may expect low crosscorrelation function and the multiplicative characters in (4), the periodic when cl C3 and C2 :4 C4. Since ep(u)eq(v) = pq and correlation function R(T) between SC1,C2 and SC3,C4 may be 0(u, v) < 4, the statement is proved. (the b-th term of g(i,j)).
Since p+q > 2 pq*, the maximum correlation of F is lower The next step is to compute Ai j 1 < i, j < 4. First of all, bounded by 2 pq -1 for M > 3 and is close to the lower we have bound as the difference between p and q becomes small. Adding all these terms, the periodic correlation function between sc1,c2 and sc3,c4 in (7) Thansm., vol. 5, pp. 12-16, 1969. 
